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Communications Protocols
 Define the format and sequence of messages that pass
between two or more communicating processes on one or
more processors.
 Can be closed (many proprietary systems), open
(standards-based) or open with proprietary extensions.

Competition Implications
 Closed protocols can be used to leverage a monopoly in
one area (e.g. desktop operating system) into another (e.g.
server software)
 Generally only benefits the big players.
 Protocol analysers and reverse engineering can be used to
discover details of protocols – arms race

Ideal of open standards
 Many different client and server applications give user choice,
competition on features and price, and resistance to catastrophic
attacks.
 Involvement of many smart people in the development process results
in good robust reliable networks.

What does a protocol look like?

Eg. SIP

SIP Invite Message
INVITE sip:mjh@north.east.isi.edu SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP east.isi.edu
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP isi.edu
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP chopin.cs.caltech.edu
To: sip:mjh@isi.edu
From: eve@cs.caltech.edu
CSeq: 1
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 214
v=0
o=eve 987329833 983264598 IN IP4 128.32.83.24
s=Quick Call
...

RFCs
 SIP is an open standard.
 Originally specified in RFC 2362
 http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2362.txt
 So what exactly is an RFC?
 Who writes them?
 Who gives them the right to dictate what everyone else
implements?
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SIP: Session Initiation Protocol
Status of this Memo
This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
improvements. Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
and status of this protocol. Distribution of this memo is unlimited.
Copyright Notice
Copyright (C) The Internet Society (1999).

All Rights Reserved.

Abstract
The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is an application-layer control
(signaling) protocol for creating, modifying and terminating sessions
with one or more participants. These sessions include Internet
multimedia conferences, Internet telephone calls and multimedia
distribution. Members in a session can communicate via multicast or
via a mesh of unicast relations, or a combination of these.
SIP invitations used to create sessions carry session descriptions
which allow participants to agree on a set of compatible media types.
SIP supports user mobility by proxying and redirecting requests to
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10.5.1 UDP
For UDP, A SIP client SHOULD retransmit a SIP INVITE request with an
interval that starts at T1 seconds, and doubles after each packet
transmission. The client ceases retransmissions if it receives a
provisional or definitive response, or once it has sent a total of 7
request packets.
A server which transmits a provisional response should retransmit it
upon reception of a duplicate request. A server which transmits a
final response should retransmit it with an interval that starts at
T1 seconds, and doubles for each subsequent packet. Response
retransmissions cease when any one of the following occurs:
1.

An ACK request for the same transaction is received;

2.

a BYE request for the same call leg is received;

3.

a CANCEL request for the same call leg is received and the
final response status was equal or greater to 300;

4.

the response has been transmitted 7 times.

Only the user agent client generates an ACK for 2xx final responses,
If the response contained a Contact header field, the ACK MAY be sent
to the address listed in that Contact header field. If the response
did not contain a Contact header, the client uses the same To header
field and Request-URI as for the INVITE request and sends the ACK to
the same destination as the original INVITE request. ACKs for final
responses other than 2xx are sent to the same server that the
original request was sent to, using the same Request-URI as the
original request. Note, however, that the To header field in the ACK

SIP-URI

=

SIPS-URI

=

userinfo
user
user-unreserved
password

=
=
=
=

hostport
host
hostname
domainlabel

=
=
=
=

toplabel

=

IPv4address
IPv6reference
IPv6address
hexpart
hexseq
hex4
port

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

"sip:" [ userinfo ] hostport
uri-parameters [ headers ]
"sips:" [ userinfo ] hostport
uri-parameters [ headers ]
( user / telephone-subscriber ) [ ":" password ] "@"
1*( unreserved / escaped / user-unreserved )
"&" / "=" / "+" / "$" / "," / ";" / "?" / "/"
*( unreserved / escaped /
"&" / "=" / "+" / "$" / "," )
host [ ":" port ]
hostname / IPv4address / IPv6reference
*( domainlabel "." ) toplabel [ "." ]
alphanum
/ alphanum *( alphanum / "-" ) alphanum
ALPHA / ALPHA *( alphanum / "-" ) alphanum
1*3DIGIT "." 1*3DIGIT "." 1*3DIGIT "." 1*3DIGIT
"[" IPv6address "]"
hexpart [ ":" IPv4address ]
hexseq / hexseq "::" [ hexseq ] / "::" [ hexseq ]
hex4 *( ":" hex4)
1*4HEXDIG
1*DIGIT

uri-parameters
uri-parameter

=
=

transport-param

=

other-transport
user-param
other-user
method-param

=
=
=
=

*( ";" uri-parameter)
transport-param / user-param / method-param
/ ttl-param / maddr-param / lr-param / other-param
"transport="
( "udp" / "tcp" / "sctp" / "tls"
/ other-transport)
token
"user=" ( "phone" / "ip" / other-user)
token
"method=" Method

Internet Engineering Task Force

 First met in San Diego in 1986 with 21 attendees
 Next meeting in Dallas is 65th in series.
 Attendance peaked at 3,000 in 2000 and is still
around 2,000, 3 times a year
 Was not considered important for a long time - good!!
 Not government approved - great!!
 People not companies

Internet History

IETF Plenary, Paris, Aug 2005

From RFC 3160 The Tao of IETF:
 “The Internet Engineering Task Force is a loosely selforganized group of people who contribute to the
engineering and evolution of Internet technologies. It is the
principal body engaged in the development of new Internet
standard specifications. The IETF is unusual in that it
exists as a collection of happenings, but is not a
corporation and has no board of directors, no members,
and no dues.”

IETF Philosophy

“We reject kings, presidents and voting. We believe
in rough consensus and running code”
Dave Clark

IETF Overview
 Internet standards R us
 Does not exist, no members, no voting
 1K to 2K people at 3/year meetings
 Many more on mail lists
 122ish working groups (where the stuff happens)
 7 areas for organizational convenience with Area Directors
 APS, GEN, INT, O&M, RTG, SEC, TSV
 IESG: management (ADs, chosen by community)
 IAB: architectural guidance & liaisons
 Produces standards and other documents

Internet “Standards”
 Standards only when people use them
 Formal SDOs can create legally mandated standards
 No formal recognition for IETF standards by governments
or “approved” standards organization
 Lack of formal government input “a problem”, at least to
some governments
 No submitting to “traditional” bodies
 some keep trying to “help”

Working Groups
avt Audio/Video Transport
behave Behavior Engineering for Hindrance Avoidance
dccp Datagram Congestion Control Protocol
enum Telephone Number Mapping
idr Inter-Domain Routing
ieprep Internet Emergency Preparedness
ippm IP Performance Metrics
ips IP Storage
iptel IP Telephony
megaco Media Gateway Control
midcom Middlebox Communication

Working Groups
 At IETF meetings:
 Most WGs meet twice for two hours at a time.
 Typically 8 WGs meet in parallel
 20-200 people in the room.
 Between IETF meetings:
 Work happens on the WG mailing list.
 Documents are updated.

I’ve a really cool new idea! Give me an RFC…
 Write an internet draft.
 Submit it to the internet drafts editor.
 Released as internet-draft.
 So long as you formatted it correctly, and include the
right disclaimer.
 Anyone can do this.
 Anyone does do this.

Internet Drafts
 Examples:
draft-ietf-dccp-spec-13.txt (Working Group document)
draft-perkins-dccp-rtp-00.txt (Individual Submission)
 Currently 2133 Internet Drafts
ftp://ftp.ietf.org/internet-drafts/1id-index.txt
856 working group documents
1277 individual submissions

I’ve a really cool new idea! Give me an RFC…
 Write an internet draft (individual submission)
 Find the relevant WG. Plenty to choose from.
 Ask the chair if you can present at a meeting.
 If they agree, present.
 Feedback can be brutal. Most ideas are neither really
cool or new.
 WG may decide to adopt your I-D as a WG document.
 WG may tell you where to go. Lots of strong egos.

I’ve a really cool new idea! Give me an RFC…
 If there’s no relevant WG, you need to hold a BoF.
 Gauge opinion.
 Get feedback.
 Decide if IETF wants to form a WG to work on your cool
new idea.
 Area Director decides if a BoF is worthwhile.
 Usually says no unless there’s an obvious need your
idea might fulfill.
 If BoF decides a WG will be formed, chairs will be chosen.
 Usually not you.
 Documents re-issued as WG internet-drafts.

BoF Session on SPF Spam
Prevention, Seoul, Korea,
March 2004

I’ve a really cool new idea! Give me an RFC…
1. Revise draft.
2. Present changes at IETF meeting.
3. Get feedback.
4. Revise draft.
5. Present changes at IETF meeting.
6. Get feedback.
7. Revise draft.
8. Present changes at IETF meeting.
9. Get feedback.
10. Revise draft.
11. Present changes at IETF meeting.
12. Get feedback.
13. Revise draft.
14. Present changes at IETF meeting.

I’ve a really cool new idea! Give me an RFC…
1. Revise draft.
2. Present changes at IETF meeting.
3. If you’re lucky, get feedback.
4. Revise draft.
5. Present changes at IETF meeting.
6. Don’t get feedback.
7. Revise draft.
8. Present changes at IETF meeting.
9. Get irrelevant feedback from person who hasn’t read the draft.
10. Revise draft.
11. Present changes at IETF meeting.
12. Don’t get feedback.
13. Revise draft.
14. Present changes at IETF meeting.

I’ve a really cool new idea! Give me an RFC…
Two years later…

27. Revise draft.
28. Present changes at IETF meeting.
29. Don’t get any objections (or only ones that the WG chair
thinks you can ignore).
30. Declare that it’s finished.

Standardization Procedure
 Generally Birds of a Feather (BOF) first
 Most work done in a Working Group
 Proposals published as Internet Drafts
 Proposal reviewed by Area Director
 Can be sent back to working group
 IETF Last-Call
 IESG review
 Can be sent back to working group
 Publication as RFC

What is an RFC anyway?
 RFC used to stand for Request for Comments
 Now just a (brand) name
 Tend to be more formal documents than early RFCs
 IETF document publication series
 Archival: once issued, never changed (only
superceded)
 RFC 1 Host Software - Apr 7 1969
 Now over 4300 RFCs
 Not all RFCs are standards!
 See RFC 1796
 Though some vendors imply otherwise
 Many types of RFCs

RFC Repository Contains:
Standards track
OSPF, IPv6, IPsec ...
Obsolete Standards
RIPv1
Requirements
Host Requirements
Policies
Classless InterDomain
Routing
April fool’s day jokes
IP on Avian Carriers

Poetry
‘Twas the night before startup
White papers
On packet switches with
infinite storage
Corporate documentation
Ascend multilink protocol
Experimental history
Netblt
Process documents
IETF Standards Process

Types of RFC
 Best Current Practices
 Policies or procedures (best way we know how)
3-stage standards track:
 Proposed Standard
 Good idea, no known problems
 Draft Standard
 Stable
 Multiple interoperable implementations
 Internet Standard
 Wide use

Types of RFC
 Informational
 Experimental
 Historical

Intellectual Property
 IPR is a very big issue in standards bodies
 What to do if there is a patent on the technology?
 What about patent applications?
 What if you do not know until it’s already a standard?
 Demand open rights to implement?
 Require “fair & non-discriminatory” licensing?
 What if IPR claim is false?
 e.g. an attempt to block the standard
 Should the standards body evaluate patents?

Patents - Issues
Open source folk want standards with no (known?) IPR
Problem:
AU “Innovation Patent” AU 2001100012 A4 (8/01)
U.S. Patent 5,443,036 (8/95)

Patents - IETF Policy
 IETF patent rules in RFC 3979
 Require disclosure of your own IPR in your own
submissions & submissions of others
 “Reasonably and personally” known IPR
• i.e., no patent search required
 WG takes IPR into account when choosing solution
 RFC 3669 gives background and guidance
 Push from open source people for RF-only process
 Consensus to not change to mandatory RF-only,
but many WGs tend to want RF or IPR-free.

Patents - IETF Policy
 RFC 2026 revised IETF IPR rules


Used to require “fair & non-discriminatory” licensing



Some standards blocked using old process

 Now use standards sequence to check IPR issues


Require multiple implementations based on multiple
licenses to progress to Draft Standard or Internet
Standard

 But a worry about “submarine patents”

W3C Patent Policy
2. Licensing Goals for W3C Recommendations
In order to promote the widest adoption of Web standards, W3C
seeks to issue Recommendations that can be implemented on a
Royalty-Free (RF) basis. Subject to the conditions of this policy,
W3C will not approve a Recommendation if it is aware that
Essential Claims exist which are not available on Royalty-Free
terms.
3.1. W3C RF Licensing Requirements for All Working Group
Participants
As a condition of participating in a Working Group, each participant
(W3C Members, W3C Team members, invited experts, and
members of the public) shall agree to make available under W3C
RF licensing requirements any Essential Claims related to the work
of that particular Working Group.

Does the IETF work?
 Only relevant if people implement standards.
 IPR policy an issue for some people.
 VRRP vs CARP
 WGs pretty good at generating specs.
 Too many drafts, too few clueful people.
 WGs are narrowly focused.
 Necessary to make progress.
 Leads to potential problems with architecture

Other Standards Organizations
ITU-T - International Telecommunications Union (Telecoms
sector)
 Part of United Nations system where governments and
companies coordinate telecoms networks and services
W3C – World Wide Web Consortium
 Industrial Consortium
ETSI – European Telecommunications Standards Institute
IEEE – Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineering
ISO – International Standards Organisation
3GPP - 3rd Generation Partnership Program (and 3GPP2)
 Industrial Consortium.

IETF Plenary, Paris, Aug 2005

